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Overview

► Background: Distributed energy resource (DER) integration into wholesale markets
► Barriers to DER integration
► Nearer-term priorities for DER integration
► Longer-term priorities for DER integration
► Key considerations for public utility commissions
► Questions public utility commissions can ask
Background: What is DER integration and why is it important? (1)

- “DER integration” refers to the integration of DER into distribution system operations and wholesale markets and operations, enabling closer coordination between distribution (D) and transmission (T) system planning and operations.
- Better T-D coordination will reduce required electricity system investment and operating costs.
- DER integration covers a wide range of areas: DER interconnection, T&D planning, data access and communication, distribution system operations, utility regulation and tariffs, and wholesale markets.

**Coordinated T-D operations example**

*Distribution customers with storage shift discharging to system peak hours, and customers with responsive load reduce output (e.g., EVs charge as little as possible).*

NYISO has a generator outage and low wind, leading to high energy prices.

ISO-NE has a cloudy day with limited solar generation, leading to high energy prices.
Background: What is DER integration and why is it important? (2)

NYISO relies more on imports from ISO-NE to meet resource adequacy (RA) needs.

ISO-NE reduces total RA need and T investments.

Coordinated T-D operations example

Distribution customers invest in a significant amount of distributed generation, distributed storage, and load management that is coincident with ISO-NE and NYISO peak demands.
Better coordination between D and T systems can resolve the question of how much storage should be optimally located in different parts of the electric grid, based on where it has the most value for the lowest cost.

Where should we site energy storage?

- Behind the meter
- Distribution
- Sub-transmission
- Transmission
- Generation facility

From a regulator’s perspective, it’s important to think about “value and cost to whom”?
Background: Approaches to DER participation in wholesale markets

- Under FERC Order 2222, DER can participate on the supply side individually or through aggregation by making offers directly into ISO markets.
  - ISO directly settles with DER owner or aggregator
- DER can also participate in ISO markets on the demand side through LSE demand bids or metered demand.
  - ISO settles with LSE, DER offsets LSE ISO charges, and LSE settles with DER owner or aggregator.
Key elements in DER integration

**Distribution Interconnection**
Utility assesses DER impacts on D system, determines whether D upgrades will be needed

**Distribution Planning**
Utility pre-emptively builds D infrastructure, determines upgrades that will be triggered through interconnection and how DER will be operated

**Distribution Operations and Markets**
Utility ensures D reliability, may operate DER to avoid reliability violations (and in the future potentially to minimize D costs subject to D security constraints)

**Wholesale Markets**
ISO ensures T reliability, operates markets for RA, day-ahead/real-time energy and ancillary services

**Utility Regulation and Tariffs**
State regulators determine utility incentive framework and approve tariffs and rates
Barriers to DER integration (1)

► DER interconnection
  ■ *Interconnection standards* – Many states have yet to adopt and implement IEEE 1547-2018 (focused on smart inverters and voltage support).
  ■ *Process enhancement and standardization* – Coordination among states is limited in terms of distribution interconnection enhancements (timelines, technical requirements, upgrade cost allocation).
  ■ *Interconnection costs* – Cost allocation methods are in flux. States are still at an early stage in allowing DER to avoid D upgrades in exchange for limiting generation or being curtailed in some hours (“flexible interconnection”).

► Distribution planning
  ■ *T-D planning coordination* – D utilities and ISOs have limited coordination on load/DER forecasts and engineering studies.
  ■ *Regional resource planning coordination* – Coordination is limited among ISOs, state PUCs and energy offices, utilities, generators, and DER developers on scenarios for regional resource development.
Barriers to DER integration (2)

► Distribution operations
  ■ **DER overrides** – Most utilities do not yet have processes for overriding ISO dispatch of DER aggregators, including outage communication capabilities.
  ■ **DSO functionality and grid investments** – There is a lack of clarity over future monitoring, communications, and dispatch/control needs and investment requirements.

► Utility regulation and tariffs
  ■ **Utility incentives** – Utilities may not have incentives to maximize the value of DER.
  ■ **DER tariffs** – Many utilities do not have time-varying, market-based tariffs for customers that can shift load and have behind-the-meter generation.

► Wholesale markets
  ■ **Demand participation** – Opportunities for intraday participation in ISO markets through demand bids are limited.

► State-federal jurisdiction
  ■ **Overlapping jurisdiction** – Federal-state jurisdiction over distribution interconnection, planning, operations, and markets remains unclear in some cases.
Nearer-term priorities

► DER interconnection
  ▪ Adopting and implementing IEEE 1547-2018
  ▪ Investing in interconnection process improvements, with some amount of regional or national standardization
  ▪ Allowing static export limits for distributed generation paired with storage*

► Distribution planning
  ▪ Coordinating DER/load forecasting for T-D systems; undertaking “what if” regional resource scenario analysis through regional fora

► DER operations
  ▪ Developing transparent, non-discriminatory approaches to DER overrides that can evolve into more active distribution operations over time
  ▪ Beginning to consider future models for distribution system operations and mapping out needed investments over time

► Utility regulation and tariffs
  ▪ Exploring incremental improvements to utility performance incentives and time-of-use-based tariffs for DER customers

► State-federal jurisdiction
  ▪ Establishing a FERC-state working group on distribution jurisdiction

Longer-term priorities

► DER interconnection
  ■ Implementing more flexible approaches to interconnection of DER and EV loads, eventually allowing dynamic curtailment (dispatch) of DER

► Distribution planning
  ■ Developing new planning criteria for D investments (e.g., moving toward a reliability, economic, policy framework like the T system)

► DER operations
  ■ Right-sizing the sophistication of utility distribution operations (e.g., how actively do DSOs need to manage D systems?)

► Utility regulation and tariffs
  ■ Creating open access rules for the distribution system
  ■ Developing multi-part tariffs for DER customers, with more sophisticated time-varying distribution rates
  ■ Developing future utility business models (e.g., balancing cost recovery and economic bypass of grid charges)

► Wholesale markets
  ■ Allowing intraday demand bids and locational marginal pricing settlement for loads
Key considerations for public utility commissions

► Starting from fundamentals – Taking a bottom-up approach to problem solving, being clear about terms and concepts (e.g., be careful with the term “DER”), and developing a working framework of options for future distribution operations and markets

► Focusing on least-regrets – In the near term, focusing resources on incremental, least-regrets changes that build on existing institutions

► Keeping a long-term perspective – Starting to think about solutions to longer-term challenges, creating a vision for future distribution system operations and markets, and developing a long-term plan that prioritizes areas to tackle over time

► Working together – Participating in regional/national fora and learning from other jurisdictions
Questions public utility commissions can ask

► Where are nearer-term gaps in current distribution interconnection, distribution planning and T-D planning coordination, distribution operations, and utility DER tariffs?
► How can nearer-term gaps be most effectively and efficiently addressed, while laying the foundations for a transition to future distribution system operations and markets?
► What is the longer-term vision for future distribution system operations and the role (and business model) of the distribution utility?
► Where would clearer state-federal jurisdiction be most helpful in the nearer and longer term?
► Where are opportunities for public utility commissions to work together on DER integration, and what balance between regional (e.g., NECPUC) or national (e.g., via NARUC) fora would provide the most helpful venue for collaboration?
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